
CASE STUDY

OVERVIEW

Bradfords Building Supplies has been trading since 1770 and is one of the
largest independent Builders Merchants in the UK. There are over 50 branches 
throughout the South West, Herefordshire and Worcestershire.  They are a
leading privately owned supplier of building materials, with an incredible
heritage story.



OPPORTUNITY

Bradfords Building Supplies expressed interested in Liquidline after
meeting our Sales Director Angus Pooley at an Enviromental Trade Show in
Southampton.  Angus with his responsive style met with the category manager 
the following day and Liquidline we included into a coffee tender that was
currently live.

Liquidline were able to work with BBS to fully understand there current needs 
which at the time were ageing machines, the “out of fashion” plastic incup 
drinks and with all drinks being free to customers this was a significant cost
to the business.

Liquidline supported BBS through a number of coffee tasting sessions and 
product trials in branches to test the new concept that we had created.  This 
was to offer an branded coffee in a 12oz takeaway cup that they could sell at
a very acceptable price.
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During our research and trials what we found is that previously tradespeople 
would arrive at the branch with their morning “cup of Joe” from the likes of 
Costa, Greggs or Maccers where they have paid anything from £1.50 to £3.00.  
There was some untapped revenue here for Bradfords along with added value 
for the builder.  They could purchase a premium coffee drink instore at £1.00 
per cup whilst ordering the supplies for the day.

Trials proved successful and a rollout commenced of upgrading all incup
machines in branches to the new coffee concept.  Bradfords were able to cut 
their losses on the old machines and see an increase in revenue, whilst adding 
value to their customers.

If you would like to find out how we can help your business, get in touch via 
our website at www.liquidline.co.uk or give us a call on 0800 849 9110
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